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About This Game

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
An unforgettable Adventure.

It’s Lydia first day of school. In the magic academy where hundreds of scholars should be, none can be found...

Keepsake will immerse you into a journey beyond compare. Assisted by a dragon afraid of height, Lydia takes on to explore the
academy’s empty structures in search for her best friend Celeste.

Curiosity turns to worry when she stumbles on something she has not seen in a very long time: an old doll, a keepsake she gave
her best friend some 8 years ago. As she grabs it, strange images of Celeste’s life begin to fill her mind...

Do they hold the answer behind the scholars’ disappearances mystery?
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Keepsake was a labor of love developed 10 years ago by us as an independent studio. For its anniversary, we thought it would be
great to see it live again on steam and gain a new following, as we feel that it is still relevant today. It was hard and long, but we

loved developing it and still remember those days fondly :)

It's a point-and-click style adventure game blending 3d and 2d which would be perfect for anyone looking for a slower-paced
style of game, with great imagery and touching story about a father and his daughter.
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Title: Keepsake
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Wicked Studios
Publisher:
Wicked Studios
Release Date: 31 Mar, 2006

 a09c17d780 

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Polish,Russian
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I played this game like 10 years ago, and at the time I was impressed by it's beautiful art work and music.. Casual, no stress type
puzzle game. Would definitely recommend.. Great puzzle game. Sometimes the the picture pixelated during movement and the
game itself crashed but it's an old game from 13yrs ago, still a highly enjoyable game with good storyline, good map built, good
gameplay with riddles and smalls challenges.. Nice adventure game.. Fun, has some issues running in win10 but none that hinder
the story or gameplay

Just remember to SAVE FREQUENTLY!. Loving this game so far, the soundtrack is nice and the story is interesting :D. Pretty
good for $1.50. Good things: fairly well written and acted, and really beautiful to look at. The fact that there are no inventory
objects is not very annoying (all the puzzles are mechanical). Characterisation is nice too. The hint system is one of the best.
Cheap. It is a very good example of the kind of adventure games that the success of Syberia brought, with very good graphic
details, powerful and absent masculine characters, strong main female character. No pixel hunting.

Bad things: a lot of wandering through empty screens with a camera system that feels from 1992, no fast travel, and it feels very
maze-y. Some annoying music and one stereotypical character that is incredibly annoying. A lot of instant crashes once you get
to a certain point of the game.

Do I recommend it? Kind of yes. It works really well when it works and the basics are there, being delivered. But the crashes
and the navigation can become very frustrating very fast.
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